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The First Domino
● In February 2022 data, the 

30-year, fixed-rate mortgage 
stood at 3.8 percent. Since 
then, rates have increased 
sharply, reaching 6.1 
percent in mid July

● The increase in rates since 
February, holding household 
income constant, resulted in 
a $80,000 decline in house-
buying power.





Second Domino
Crypto Currency has no tangible 
value or utility outside the digital 
asset ecosystem, nor does it have 
any intrinsic value, nor is it an 
investable class asset.

In other words, it’s a bubble that 
will eventually burst.



Third Domino

An NFT representing a piece of computer-

generated abstract images from a collection 

called Art Blocks would sell for around $15,000 

on average at a peak in September 2021, but 

fetched just under $4,200 last month, 

according to CryptoSlam.

Meanwhile, Bored Ape Yacht Club NFTs - a 

set of 10,000 variations on a cartoon primate -

still sell for around $300,000 on average.



Fourth Domino
To give you a measure of the 
excess liquidity there is 
currently in the system, the 
FED has been injecting $120B 
per month in financial markets 
ever since March of 2020. Now 
that it has started to “taper”, 
it’s only buying $90B worth of 
securities. This is all money 
flowing into the stock market, 
and when this trend reverses 
and the selling starts, it might 
get ugly.



Simply …

● A lot of money that wasn't supposed to be in the economy was inserted “out 
of nowhere” and this trickled “up.”

● This money has lead to exuberance in the investing markets.
● A rush from cities to suburbs has forever changed the housing market.  Along 

with this is a new desire by large corporations to enter into the real estate 
market.

● Eventually, any input has to be accounted for - and we are about to see it 
happen, in a (truly) fantastic fashion.

● Buckle up.



Broken Ocean Freight

● Carriers are aligned on strategy
● Rates are slowly falling into a tier where carrier see long term 

success.
● As energy begins to to deflate costs, carriers will to continue to 

constrain capacity.
● New capacity comes into the market in 2024 - and old capacity get 

scraped.
● Banks are beginning to ask difficult questions.



It’s All Gone Pear 
Shaped

Nearly everything in the movie 
Dr Stangelove was true ..

In order to ensure simplicity 
and compliance - The code 
necessary to launch a missile 
was set to be the same at every 
Minuteman site: 00000000.
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